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The presentation will elaborate on the approach, concrete deliverables, lessons learned 
and key success factors. The case touches upon the following relevant topics:
Regional & national innovation systems

Triple helix advances, hybrid organizations and multi-stakeholder groups
Knowledge and technology transfer





FACTS & FIGURES
total area: 22 hectares

sqm in offices, studios 
and storage spaces

2.644 parking spaces, for contract 
and event parking

development potential: 97.000 sqm

approx. 126 tenants

key tenants: Talpa, RTL Nederland, NEP, United, 
Unbranded, Ericsson

6.000 people working at the 
Media Park

3 public broadcasting
companies

UNITED

ERICCSON

TALPA

RTL

TV studio’s

DUTCH NEWS 
ORGANISATION

N.E.P. WORLDWIDE

INSTITUTE FOR SOUND 
AND VISION

TECHNICAL 
COMPANIES

#3 in the world
(new formats)!Technically the

absolute top!





CONCEPTS / 
CREATIVE

BUSINESS

CONTENT

TECHNOLOGY / IT

new jobs in 
the media!

Technicians

Editorial

Production

Format developers





importance of the
media sector is great

employment

low attractiveness for
young talented people

Media companies 
threaten to leave

No large knowledge
institutions

No universities

well known media 
companies are in 

trouble

remaining staff is not
always innovative

Many free-lancers
because of dismissal

rounds

Image problem of 
Hilversum (not trendy, 

old fashioned)



THE DUTCH MEDIA INDUSTRY ISTHE WORLDS #3 SUPPLIER OF NEW TV FORMATS AND 
THE ABSOLUTE TOP IN BROADCASTING TECHNOLOGY.

THE GROWTH AND BLOOM OF THE SECTOR IS THREATENED BY A SHORTAGE OF 
PERSONNEL WITH THE RIGHT MIX OF KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS.

TO SOLVE THIS PROBLEM, MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS, KNOWLEDGE AND EDUCATIONAL 
INSTITUTIONS AND GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTIONS CLOSED A MEDIA PACT IN 2014. 

THIS TRIPLE HELIX COLLABORATION HAS BEEN CALLED:

HILVERSUM MEDIA CAMPUS.





Close the gap between
education and industry

demands

Exchange knowledge and
create opportunities to

experiment
Investing in Human Capital

management, support & facilitiesmanagement, support & facilities

INVESTING IN HUMAN CAPITAL IS THE KEY FOR A LONG TERM STRONG MEDIA INDUSTRY. THE MEDIA SECTOR IS CONSTANTLY CHANGING
BECAUSE OF DIGITISATION AND THE RISE OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES. THIS ALSO OFFERS MEDIAMAKERS CHANCES FOR INNOVATIVE FORMATS. IT IS
NECESSARY THOUGH, TO ACQUIRE KNOWLEDGE OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIMENT. A THRESHOLD TO ACTUALLY
DO THIS IS THAT FAST CHANGES ALSO DEMAND DIFFERENT KNOWLEDGE AND COMPETENCES OF EMPLOYEES. IT IS VERY HARD FOR EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS TO KEEP UP WITH THESE CHANGES, SO THERE IS A DISTANCE BETWEEN EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL DEMANDS.

- 10 months ‘traineeship for the
whole media industry’

- recently graduated, multi-level 
and multi-background! 

- also open to existing hipo’s of 
partner orgaisations

- HMC responsible for education
and organisation

- HMC supports recruitment
- generated influx of young

professionals (War on Talent)
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Talent Development Program:

- facilitated knowledge
development and application of 
new technologies by bringing
media, research and education
together

- HMC maps potential relevant 
media technologies

- HMC facilitates researchprojects
by offering workingspace, 
projectmanagement support, etc.
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Living lab:

- Brought educational
institutions and media 
companies together

- by organizing media park 
safari’s, challenges, 
knowledge exchange sessions, 
newsletters, etc.

- maps existing, relevant media 
trainings, both for students
and for professionals
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Community & Learning:

THIS WAS ALSO THE
ORGANISATIONAL
BLUEPRINT OF HMC

(THREE PROJECTS/ 
DEPARTMENTS)



HMC

educational
institutions

media 
companies

(young) 
profession

als

teachers, 
professors

students

strategic

partners

proposition partners

‘event based sales’

• A multi-layered partner model, facilitating several levels of 
involvement

• Slightly different propositions for different target groups
• When using the businessmodel canvas, we looked at: 

the actual demands (differentiation between education and media 
organisations)
what value should partnership with HMC add?
What’s the price potential partners should pay?

• Every layer contains different costs and different services

Partners

audiences















Hilversum 
Media Campus

Media
• RTL

• BNN VARA
• Omroep MAX

• UNITED
• N.E.P.

• Ngage Media
• Elastique

• Ziggo Vodafone
• Mediapark

NGO's
• Institute for

Sound and
Vision

• iMMovator

Education
• Hogeschool voor de 

Kunsten Utrecht
• MBO College H'sum

• NHTV Breda
• Hogeschool Utrecht
• Erasmus Universiteit

• HvA

Government
Municipality
Hilversum

North 
Holland





• Below the line was very tight (same crew, same budget, lot of initiatievs)

• Complicated governance (20 paying partners, we became a legal entity)

• The Talent Development Program was a huge success, but also complex 
and very labor-intensive. Consumed our resources.

• The local government was a key-partner but also difficult to manage. 

• We became more and more a competitor of one of our partners: the 
media research organisation ‘iMMovator’





The same ambition but different interests can co-exist. However, transparency and mutual  respect are 
conditional for long-term success

Every stakeholder is important. However, there is a primary group of ‘problem holders’ (in this case the 
media industry). it is important to acknowledge this as it helps with making choices

The (local) government is a difficult partner: they pay (no one else will, probably), but at the same time 
should not be too dominant. Most of the chosen aldermen (politicians) want to rule and to shine. Is not 
always in the interest of the initiative and the other stakeholders.



Talking and listening to all the stakeholders, take your time to define the deliverables pays off. Move fast 
after that (not the other way round).

To make it a success, make the proposition/services as concrete as possible! Aiming for a brochure is a useful 
tool for that to happen. After that, test your propositions in reality.

A true business model where parties really have to pay (not just in kind!) makes the discussion really sharp, 
and ‘forces’ organisations to tell what problems they really want to be solved
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The presentation elaborated on the approach, concrete deliverables, lessons learned 
and key success factors. 
The case touches upon the topic of Regional & national innovation systems

Triple helix advantages, hybrid organizations and multi-stakeholder groups
Knowledge and technology transfer


